Introducing the Virtual Clinic

With Visionable’s Virtual Clinic, you can respond to national guidance on dealing with the coronavirus pandemic, by introducing virtual clinics and consultations that reduce the risks posed by unnecessary travel and contact between clinicians and patients.

When you deploy our healthcare collaboration platform, you can also help your organisation to prepare for the opportunities for service transformation that new ways of working will bring. With Visionable you have:

- A unique platform, built for healthcare
- The ability to enable clinicians to conduct consultations from anywhere with connectivity
- A future-proof solution that can support service transformation
- A solution proven to make best use of clinical resources, save money and cut travel time
- The chance to share resources and expertise across geographical boundaries

To learn more about how Visionable can help your team, visit our website at visionable.com or email us at solutions@visionable.com
How it works
Through the Virtual Clinic, clinical teams can create, join and manage virtual patient consultations in real time.

For clinicians
1. Join the waiting room – sign into our web-based virtual clinic with your secure Visionable credentials.
2. Select your clinic
3. View patients waiting to be seen in real time
4. Choose a patient and open a live video consultation through the platform
5. Invite other experts as needed

For patients
1. Patients join the waiting room – no Visionable credentials necessary, they simply click through a unique URL via email or SMS
2. Wait for you to join and start the appointment
3. Enjoy a live video consultation from the comfort of their home
4. Benefit from multiple experts in one session where necessary
5. Simply close the session when finished

To learn more about how Visionable can help your team, visit our website at visionable.com or email us at solutions@visionable.com